Be part of the community of professionals working with UV and skin cancer prevention

The 5th International UV and Skin Cancer Prevention Conference will bring together the international UV and skin cancer prevention communities in Mechelen (20 minutes from Brussels Airport and 30 minutes from Brussels train stations) to gain insights, share knowledge and make recommendations. It is aimed at Academics, Researchers, Public Health and communication professionals, Radiation experts, Dermatologists and other professionals working with UV and skin cancer prevention.

Addressing the main issues and challenges and making recommendations

The conference has a unique format with plenary sessions featuring high profile keynote speakers and knowledge-sharing workshop sessions driven by participant input. The objective is to present the latest scientific findings, provide opportunities for presenting and networking and come up with recommendations for future work. Main themes include:

Preliminary Program

Tuesday 5 May 8 x ½ Day Workshops
Wed 6 May- Thursday 7 May 2 Full Day Conferences
Topic I Improvements in Epidemiology & Statistics
Topic II Improvements in Research & Evaluation
Topic III Improvements in Prevention
Topic IV Improvements in Policy and Advocacy
Friday 8 May Closing Plenary Session (1/2 Day)

Hear and meet renowned keynote speakers

Key note speakers will be announced on our website (under construction) and speakers from institutions in Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand will present the latest research and insights.
Proposed workshops

- Living under the sun
- How to conduct effective small scale, low budget interventions
- Sunbeds basic and new (BaN)
- Occupational skin cancer & UV protection at the workplace
- Basics of prevention - New insights in Skin Cancer etiology
- Secondary Prevention of Skin Cancer
- Sunscreens
- Other...

Find out more and register

The event website and registration pages will be launching shortly. In the meantime, to register your interest in the conference or to find out more please email euroskin@fusevents.org

Once registration is open please register before January 2020 for a reduced fee of €500 per person for the conference and €75 for the workshops. Please note that places at the conference are limited and registrations after Wednesday 15th January cannot be guaranteed.

The 5th International UV and Skin Cancer Prevention Conference is organised by:
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